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COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF PI-CONJUGATED POLYRADICALS

PAUL M. LAHTI*. ANDREW S. ICHIMURA
Department of Chemistry. University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, MA 01003

Abstract Spin-spin coupling in a number of aryloxy-based polyradicals is
computationally investigated using the AMI semiempirical molecular orbital
method with configuration interaction.

INTRODUCTION

Recent interest in synthesizing organic molecules with very high spin ground states

has been spurred by the hope that a variety of such materials could in principle have

superparamagnetic or ferromagnetic properties of potential use as magnetic

information storage systems. Several groups have reported work on charge-transfer

based ferromagnetic materials 1 3 or organic polymeric materials 4 " 5 with some

ferrcmagnetic domains present. Organic polyradical macromolecules 6 -7 are one

general type of material with potentially interesting magnetic properties. A

substantial body of experimental work has been published concerning the generation

of several oligomeric polycarbenes 7 under cryogenic solid state conditions, which in

summary confirms the idea that linkage of unpaired electrons through conjugated pi-

systems can indeed lead to overall very high-spin materials.

Our group has been interested in synthesis of p-conjugated polyradical model

systems based upon coupling of phenoxyl radicals by a variety of connecting spacer

groups. such as heteroatoms and olefinic spacer groups -X- in the general model

Phenoxy-X-Phenoxy. In order to select in a reasonably rational manner the model

systems most likely to lead to high spin ground state (GS) molecules, we have refined a

computational algorithm similar to others used by us 8 in previous GS multiplicity
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computations for non-Kekul molecules. The algorithm to be described has been

tested for agreement with experimentally observed GS multiplicities for a variety of

known diradical systems. 8 and has proven effective by this criterion. We therefore

have adapted the diradical algorithm for use with higher polyradicals. with the

results described below.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

We have used the AMI hamiltonian9 in AMPAC 1 0 to obtain optimized geometries for

all non-Kekuld molecules described in this work. Geometries were obtained using

restricted Hartree-Fock wavefunctions (RHF) at the multiplicity of the resonance

structure of highest Kekule bondedness for a given structure. Use of triplet state

unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) rather than RHF wavefunctions for diradicals made

only small geometric differences which we feel are not crucial to the qualitative

conclusions we will draw, despite excellent arguments which have been advanced for

the use of UHF geometries in polyradical optimizations. In general, optimizations

were carried out with planar constraints. Although assumption of a planar geometry

is as likely as not to prove specious under solution conditions, some planarization of

a largely aromatic oligomer under solid state conditions seems reasonable. Since

these computational studies are meant at this stage to investigate the qualitative

nature and approximate magnitude of spin-spin coupling in a variety of

experimentally reasonable polyradical systems with different connectivity and

functionality, we feel that the planar constraint is a useful simplification. We must

keep in mind in the following discussions the caution that extreme torsion and

deconjugation of radical containing units or of pi-conjugating spacers connecting

them might be expected to truncate the effects of radical-radical coupling.1 2

Upon obtaining the appropriate geometries, configuration interaction (CI)

computations using AMI were carried out on the systems of interest. Generally. an
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active space consisting of the highest three occupied and highest four unoccupied and

partially occupied MO's (if one considers the configuration with the maximum

electron pairing) was used for CI, with the state of highest multiplicity in a resonance

structure of highest Kekuld bondedness used as the reference configuration. The

lowest energy states in each spin manifold were compared to assess semi-

quantitatively the GS multiplicity and the energetic gap to the next state.

RESULTS

Figure I shows the generic structures 1-3 by which we studied GS multiplicity as a

function of oligomer size for n = 1-5. All molecular geometries up to the trimers were

computed with planar constraints as described above, and were assumed to have all

oxy radical centers in the syn conformation. 13 For 2-3 (n=4-5). the monomeric repeat

unit was simply taken geometrically as being the same as the central unit in the

trimer (with only s-trans geometry double bonds used) .to avoid the size of a complete

optimization of the tetramer This is not an unreasonable appropoxdmation, since a

repeat unit is readily identifiable upon examination of the optimized trimeric

geometry. Table 1 shows the AM 1-CI results for the seven orbital with six electron

(7MO/6e) CI active space for 1-3 (n=1-5).

- 'H HL/\1 H

2 3

FIGURE 1: Pi-conjugated oligomeric polyradical models with n = 1-5, all oxygen centers assumed
to be syn, geomemes computed by AMl with imposed planar consapint. Ceomemes of n = 4-5
oligomers assumed using geometic parameters for the trimeric optimized strctures.
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TABLE 1: Energy Gaps Between Ground and Excited States of Oligomers 1-3.

Structure Oligomer Length SGS b DE s.FSc

1 2 1 3.3
3 3/2 0.5
4 2 0.3
5 5/2 0.3

2 2 1 7.3
3 3/2 4.7
4 2 4.3
5 5/2 3.9

3 2 1 3.5
3 3/2 2.7
4 2 2.7
5 5/2 2.2

asee Figure 1 for qualitative structures. bGround state (GS) spin quantum

number (singlet=0, triplet= 1, etc.). CEnergy gap in kcal/mol between GS and next
higher excited state (ES) of spin SEX = SGS -1. For DE > 0, the GS is high spin.

Most notable in the results of Table 1 is that a computed high spin GS is in all

cases favored where expected by qualitative connectivity or parity based theories.
14-18

Such theories are fully described in the literature, and will not be expanded upon

14
here, except to briefly describe the Ovchinnikov parity-based model, which we have

found quite useful. This model predicts that for any alternant. fully-conjugated pi-

system with N" alpha-spin centers and N beta-spin centers, the ground state (GS) spin

multiplicity S = (N* - No)/2 would be preferred (S = spin quantum number).

N--N0 = 3-1 N*'-N°=3-3

triplet CS singlet CS
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The magnitude of this preference is smallest for 1 at < 1 kcal/mol for the n = 3-5

cases. This may reflect the similarities between 1 and substituted oxyallyl systems.

for which ab initio results by ourselves 19 and others2 0 suggest a small or negative T-S

gap. For species 2-3. modest GS-ES gaps are found. We feel that these results imply

that the high density of pi-orbitals available in a polymeric system involving

phenoxyl radicals (rather than a simpler pi-system) may be conducive to allowing an

extra stability of the high spin GS relativ to the lower spin excited state (ES). In

addition, for the phenoxy-based systems. the magnitude of the gap at this level of

theory suggests that there will be some energetic separation of manifolds of different

multiplicity in oligomers of modest length, rather than mixtures of several states of

different multiplicity into closely spaced energy "bands". Naturally, it would be

unreasonable to overinterpret the absolute numbers obtained by our algorithm, but

we feel that the qualitative trend of these numbers clearly implies that phenoxy-based

conjugated oligomers of the connectivity shown in 2-3 (or polymers with a similar

number of conjugated polyradical units) should be favorable for production of high

spin GS molecules.

Figure 2 shows the results ofAMI-CI 7MO/6e computations for two phenoxy

systems linked in a meta,para' fashion by a variety of connecting units in diradical

models 4-14. For systems 4-6 where no spacer. a 1,2-ethenediyl spacer, and an s-trans

1.4-butadienediyl spacer are used respectively, the triplet-singlet (T-S) energy gap

remains fairly large, implying that such through-conjugating ethylenic units

intrinsically allow good spin communication between the radical sites. Similarly,

the acetylenic and diacetylenic spacers in models 9 and 12, while quantitatively not

as effective as the ethylenic spacers, are qualitatively still predicted to be effective.

The modest gap for the para-phenylene spacer (2.3 kcal/mol) implies that the phenyl

spacer, while allowing spin communication, Is not as effective as the ethylenic and

acetylenic spacers. Connectivity is important in these systems, since the 1,1 -
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ethenediyl and meta-phenylene spacers result in reduction or reversal of the

preference of the high spin GS in models 8 and 10. as would normally be

- X - T-S ean'

(no spacer) 4 12.5
-CH=CH- 5 6.5

-CH=CH-CH--CH- 6 6.0
-P-C6H5- 7 1.8

"O -m-C6H 5  8 - 0.2
-C- C- 9 3.8

m,p' connectivity =(C--CH 2) 10 0.2
C--O 11 1.9

-C=C-C=C- 12 2.7
NH 13 4.2
O 14 2.8

FIGURE 2: Meta, para' coupling of phenoxyl radicals by various conjugating spacers.
AM 1-CI triplet-singlet energy gaps in kcal/mol at constrainedplanar geometries. The
triplet is the ground state where the gap is greater than zero.

expected by the application of the the Ovchinnikov criterion in such systems. Overall.

therefore, a variety of pi-connectors are predicted to have utility in allowing spin

communication to produce high spin GS's in these model computations for metapara"

coupling, all of which are experimentally feasible and under investigation within our

group.

Figure 3 shows T-S gaps for diradical models 15-24. which have meta.meta'

linking of phenoxy centers rather than metapara'. Comparison of these data to those

of Figure 2 shows that the m.m' isomers with N* = N and where -X- is a through-

conjugating spacer all have substantially reduced or negative T-S gaps relative to the

m.p' Isomers with N' > N . This semiquantitative finding is qualitatively consistent

with the parity based criteria, and further reinforce the importance of connectivity in

GS spin prediction. We do not predict a singlet GS for 15. 16. 18. or 20, but the small T-

S gaps in these cases where N* = No do indicate that the Ovchinnikov parity based

model is indeed obeyed in a less rigorous fashion, through a decrease in
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spin communication between the radical centers, and commensurately lower T-S gaps

relative to the cases where N > N °.This is also shown by the larger gaps in the two

- X - T-S gan'

(nospacer) 15 -0.6
x -CH--CH- 16 1.4

-p-C6H5- 17 1.8
*0 0. -m-C6H 5  18 2.3

-C-C- 19 0.5
m,m" connectivity =(C=CH2) 20 5.0

(C=O) 21 0.7
-C-C-C-C- 22 0.8

NH 23 0.3
0 24 -0.1

FIGURE 3. Meta,meta' coupling of phenoxyl radicals by various conjugating spacers.

'AM1-CI triplet-singlet energy gaps in kcal/mol at constrained planar geometries. The

triplet is the ground state where the gap is greater than zero.

hydrocarbon-coupled systems where N > N 17 and 20 thus the small gaps in most of

the systems 15-24 are due to spin-spin'coupling effects, and not merely to the

meta.meta' substitution pattern.

Figure 4 shows AM 1-CI 7MO/6e results for the T-S gaps of parapara' linked

models 25-29. For many spacers -X- a closed-shell Kekuld structure is energetically

best with parapara' coupling. We did not investigate such species, but only those that

are non-Kekuld molecules or at least diradicaloids. Again, our results for pi-

- X - T-S gatp*

.0 -m-C6H5  25 2.3
=(C--CH 2) 26 4.9

(C=O) 27 0.8
NH 28 -10.3
o 29 - 4.5

p,p' connectivity

FIGURE 4: Parapara' coupling of phenoxyl radicals by various conjugating spacers.
'AM I-C triplet-singlet energy gaps in kcal/mol at constrained planar geometries. The

triplet is the ground state where the gap is greater than zero. Only structures with
reasonably diradicaloid nature are included in this list.
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conjugating spacers shows that the Ovchinnikov parity criterion is obeyed. with

much larger T-S gaps for systems that have N* = NO + 2. as expected.

Overall, we can classify the T-S energy gap results as a function of different

spacers for Figures 2-4 into three categories. First, there are the through-conjugating

spacers (e.g. 1,2-ethenediyl and para-phenylene). In these the Ovchinnikov parity

model is roughly obeyed, with much stronger T-S splitting in systems where N* > N o

compared to those where N° = N . Second, there are cross-conjugated pi-spacers,

exemplified by 1, 1-ethenedyl, carbonyl, and meta-phenylene. For the 1, 1-ethenediyl

and meta-phenylene spacers, the Ovchinnikov criterion is followed with a reasonably

strong T-S splitting. It is worth noting that the variety of substitution patterns

yielding a non-Kekuld structure for cross-conjugated spacers is larger for than for

through-conjugated spacers (the para.para' connectivity for through-conjugation

usually yields Kekuld structures). The results predicted for the cross-conjugating

carbonyl spacer are not as clear as those for the hydrocarbon cross-conjugated

spacers, possibly due to the effects of frontier orbital splitting by the oxygen in the

carbonyl, and due to the especially stable nature of the carbonyl unit. The desire of a

carbonyl unit to remain isolated and to avoid efficient radical coupling in the

oxyallyl system {CH 2 -(C=O)-CH 2 } has been implicated in the small T-S energy in

oxyallyl 19"20 similar considerations may render the coupling in 11, 21, and 27 weak

regardless of connectivity parity, as our computations imply. Thus. as attractive as a

carbonyl spacer may be synthetically, it may constitute a less effective choice of a

cross-conjugating spacer than 1, 1-ethenediyl for linking radicals.

Thirdly, we may note that two-electron heteroatom spacers NH and 0 act quite

differently from the other pi-spacers. It was been noted that such two-electron/one

center (2e/ 1c) spacers may be expected to act as antiferromagnetic coupling units by a

superexchange mechanism for benzylic and phenylcarbenic systems. 2 1 We note the

same qualitative antiferromagnetic coupling for connection of phenoxyl radicals.
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For instance, despite being non-Kekul . the metameta' systems 23 and 24 have nearly

isoenergetic triplet and singlet states. The para.para" connected species 28 and 29 may

be considered to be very strongly coupled to give favorable singlet states: however, this

is somewhat misleading since reasonable zwitterionic Kekuld resonance structures

may be formulated for the parapara! connectivity with -X- = NH. 0, and so these

should probably not be considered in the same sense as the obviously non-Kekuld

isomers. Additional evidence for this is provided by the fact that the CI

wavefunctions of 28 and 29 show diradicaloid rather than diradical character. 8 b

However the state ordering in the non-Keku' meta.meta' and meto.para' coupled

cases is entirely consistent with antiferromagnetic coupling by the 2e/ Ic spacers.

00 0

30 31 32 33

high-spin tiplet low-spin singlet high-spin triplet high spin quaret PREDCTED GS
(McConne//)

32 0.4 1.6 12 AMI-CI T-S Gao
(kcal/moi)

FIGURE 5. Radical coupling through space. CGeometies obtained using molecular mechanics)

Finally. Figure 5 shows AM 1-CI 7MO/6e results for the T-S gaps of two

phenoxy systems constrained to pseudo ortho, meta. and para through-space

interactions in a para-cyclophane system. McConnell 2 2 has qualitatively predicted

high spin GS's in systems where the product of sites of overlapping spin density is

negative. Iwamura has experimentally confirmed this by synthesis of bis(phenyl

carbene) systems linked through the para-cyclophane skeleton. 2 3 Our results of

Figure 5 show triplet GS's for 30 and 32. but with a very small T-S gap for the pseudo-

meta isomer 31. This constitutes a qualitative computational confirmation of the

McConnell model for coupling of phenoxyl radicals. similar to a theoretical result
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shown recently for benzylic radicals.2 4 The experimental results by Iwamura et aL 2 3

for coupled carbenes are also in accord with the McConnell relationship. For the

three-ring stacked system 33, we find a high-spin quartet GS as predicted by the

McConnell model. Such systems are important as models for three dimensional

stacking between radicals in a crystal, and for solid state interactions between units

of interacting polymer chains in the solid state. We are also working on synthesis of

these model diradicals, and will report in due course the progress in this area.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have found that the AM 1 molecular orbital method with limited CI

allows for a useful realistic conceptual treatment of connectivity and functionality

effects in large pi-conjugated polyradicals which are too large to be practically

investigated by ab initio techniques. The method has proven qualitatively correct by

comparison to experimental ground state spin multiplicity determinations for

several known diradicals, and is therefore worth extending to the still-unknown

oligomeric polyradical models examined in this paper. Assuming that the method is

qualitatively correct, we may draw the following general conclusions from the set of

data in this work:

1. Planar pi-conjugated polyoxyradicals favor high spin GS's for higher

oligomers, as predicted by qualitative theory.

2. A variety of conjugating pi-spacers allows reasonably efficient

coupling of phenoxyl radicals to give high spin triplet GS's in model diradical

computations. Through-conjugating and cross-conjugating spacers are ferromagnetic

coupling spacers and give results in general accordance with parity based GS spin

state predictive models. Two electron/one center heteroatom spacers such as NH and

0 act as antiferromagnetic spacers.
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3. Connectivity effects in different diradicals are in rough accord with

parity based models, except that we often find high spin states qualitatively

somewhat favored even where low spin states are predicted by such models. We feel

that the parity rules are more safely interpreted to predict when a high spin state is

greatly (N* > N ) favored over a low spin state, or whether the two will be quite similar

in energy (N = No).

4. Three-dimensional stacking of phenoxyl radicals appears to follow the

McConnell model based upon the favoring of overlap between sites of opposite spin

density. The magnitude of coupling through space is, however, fairly modest and may

make design of truly three-dimensional organic ferromagnets difficult.

While much experimental and computational work remains to be done on the

types of polyradical models discussed in the paper, we feel that the kind of

semiquantitative results obtainable by our procedure proves the usefulness-of

semiempirical MO-CI theory in probing the spin multiplicity and other electronic

properties of polyradicals. Use of such methods for rational selection of key model

systems for experimental synthesis is by our method easy. cheap, and useful for

conceptual analysis of various electronic properties.
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